
CL-2
Remote Fader for the 788T/788T-SSD Recorders

The CL-2 Remote Fader is an optional accessory for the 788T/788T-SSD Digital Recorders. The 
unit’s linear fader can be programmed for fader control of any 788T input. The CL-2 can be mounted 
directly to most boom poles for easy level control of the assigned channel. The CL-2 is also usable 
in-hand or placed a fl at surface. 

The CL-2 is also equipped with four programmable switches (two momentary, two latching) which 
are assigned from the 788T to control various 788T functions, including Record On and Off. The 30 
mm fader and switches are positioned for ease-of-use by both left- and right-handed users. 

See the reverse-side of this document for mounting instructions. Details on operation are provided in 
the 788T User Guide and Technical Information, located at:

 http://www.sounddevices.com/download/guides/788t_en.pdf 

Specifi cations

Fader 30 mm

Logic Switches two switches, both with momentary and latching positions, assignable to multiple functions. See 788T 
User Guide and Technical Information for more details.

Straps military grade Nylon hook and loop fasteners, 7” x 1”, count of two

Included RJ Cable 6’ CAT5-FLEX Male to Male

Powering Powered by the 788T via the C.Link connector

Dimensions 1.24” (1.7” w/ fader) x 1.43” x 4.23” (H x W x D)

Weight 4 oz.

Details on CL-2 programming are provided in the 788T User Guide and Technical Information.



CL-2 Packing List
1) CL-2 Remote Fader

1)  Printed User Guide and Mounting Instructions

2) Hook and Loop Straps

1) 6’ CAT5-FLEX Male to Male

Mounting the CL-2 to the Boom Pole
The CL-2 mounts to most boom poles. To properly mount the CL-2 to a Boom Pole follow these 
steps. 

1. Remove the contents of the CL-2 package.

2. Thread the hook-and-loop straps through the eyelet of the CL-2. The loop-side (soft side) of the strap 
should face the same direction as the fader and the face of the CL-2. 

3.  Center the straps so that there is an equal amount of strap length on either side of the CL-2.

4. Connect the 6’ CAT5-FLEX Male to the CL-2’s CAT-5 Female connector. 

5. Loosely fold the cable and run it along one of the side rails, underneath the CL-2. Running the cable in 
this manner will provide strain relief. Do not run the cable down the center. 

6. Place the CL-2 on the boom pole rubber bumper side down.

7. Firmly hold in place.

8. Wrap the loop side of the strap around the boom pole.

9. Tightly wrap the hook side of the strap over the loop side. Fasten the straps together. 

10.  Repeat steps 9 and 10 with the other strap. 

11. Make any necessary adjustments to the hook and loop fasteners to ensure the CL-2 is securely strapped 
to the boom pole.

12.  Connect the other end of the 6’ CAT5-FLEX Male to 788T’s C.Link In. 
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